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President's Corner
by Ray Roberts, President
Blacksmithing With Heart-

I have heard several of our members say that
blacksmithing comes from the heart.  This must be true
because most professional smiths that I know barely
make minimum wage.  But, they love doing it.

But literally, two of our prominent smiths have
had heart related problems recently.  Both are former
presidents of FABA and excellent blacksmiths.  Tico
Rubio, the immediate Past President, had by-pass surgery
about a year ago and is now in the recovery phase of a
stroke on his left side.  Apparently he is ahead of
schedule and we wish him the very best for a full and
complete rehabilitation.  (Editor’s note: He’s doing well;
see Northeast Regional News)

Willard Smith, FABA's first president, had a
scheduled heart operation and is recovering nicely and we
also wish Willard all the very best.

Blacksmithing With Power-
I was amazed to see Bladesmith Joe Keesiar

forging with a hammer with a head the size of a coffee
can.  Boy, was he ever moving metal!  Joe doesn't need a
power forging devise.  He is one.  But, for the rest of us,
we are always on the lookout for a machine so that we
can hit harder and oftener.  On the high end there are the

big Chambersburg air hammers
like the one Steve Schwarzer has
in his shop and the 250 pound
mechanical hammer that Bo Davis
uses.

On the low side we have
treadle hammers that substitute leg
power for arm and shoulder.  And,
in between are the 25 to 50 pound
Little Giants that are older than
most of us and are being rebuilt for the umpteenth time.
Now lately comes a series of air hammers that are either
based on the ABANA plans or are derivatives thereof.
I guess that some people like to make them for they are
available for around $4,000.00 from several makers.  In
my own instance, I saw the hammers Bill Roberts and
Bob Jacoby made and I hornswoggled Bill into making
one for me. 

I just unloaded it in my shop and it looks fine
and hits harder (much) and faster (you bet).  Look out
damascus billets, here I come.

I also happened to notice that Bill has another
one “in progress” in his shop.  Hmm.

Continued on Page 6...
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The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community.  Florida Artist Blacksmith

Association (FABA) sponsored events are highlighted in bold typeface.  The regions have no boundaries -

everyone is welcome everywhere.  Come to more than one if you can.  W e hold regular monthly meetings in

each region (except that we all try to get together at one Statewide Meeting each quarter) on the following

Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW -2nd, SE-3rd, SW -last.  The actual dates may vary from month to

month; check the schedule below.  Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge.  Prospective

members are always welcome.  Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools, or just watch.  Most

meetings run from 9AM to 4PM, and you'll need to bring a lunch if you stay all day, unless otherwise noted.

If you have any questions about meetings please contact the Regional Coordinators listed below:

Upcoming Events

Northeast Region: Bob Jacoby (904)260-9981    jacoby@southeast.net
Northwest Region: Dr. Ed Crane (904) 893-3212
Southeast Region: Mike Luck (305) 434-0798   colsmith@bellsouth.net
Southwest Region: David Reddy (813) 875-2098   dreddy@helios.acomp.usf.edu

AUGUST, 1997
NE Aug 2 Pioneer Art Settlement, Barberville.  Project is a treasure chest for the auction at

Barberville.  See NE Regional News.

NW Aug 9 Dr. Ed Crane’s shop, Tallahassee.  Jeff Mohr will demonstrate.

SE Aug 16 YesterYear Village, South Florida Fairgrounds, West Palm Beach. See SE Regional
News for details

SW Aug 30 No formal meeting.  See SW Regional News.

SEPTEMBER, 1997
NE Sep 6 Pioneer Art Settlement, Barberville.
NW Sep 13 Panhandle Pioneer Settlement, Blountstown.
SE Sep 20 Ray & Anne Reynolds’ House, Royal Palm Beach.
SW Sep 27 To be announced.

OCTOBER, 1997
NE Oct 4 To be announced.

NW No meeting - see you in Barberville.

SE No meeting - Barberville

SW Oct 25 To be announced.
Oct 11-12 FABA Annual Statewide Conference, Pioneer Art Settlement, Barberville.  Watch for

information in this and upcoming issues.
Oct 10 FABA Board of Trustees Meeting, Barberville.  6:30 P.M.
Oct 11 FABA General Membership Meeting, Barberville.  12:45 at the Main Pavilion.
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Southeast Region

Northeast Region Northwest Region

No meeting this
month.

Southwest
Region

From I-95, go west on
Southern Blvd(AKA SR80,
HWY98) about 12 miles to
South Florida Fairgrounds. 
Turn North on Sansbury
Way.  Turn left a Gate 3,
enter at Gate 4-A.  Watch
for signs.
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Northwest Regional News
by Clyde Payton

The Northwest Region will meet at the Panhandle Pioneer Settlement Blacksmith Shop in
Blountstown, Florida (See Map) on Saturday, September 13, 1 997.  The
main forge and portables will be lit up for your blacksmithing pleasures.  We
plan to build some inside storage cabinets and install a couple of lock hasps
so that this shop can be more secure inside and out.  We will need your help
in forging hardware for the cabinets.  There is also some carpentry work yet
needed on the shop building (bring your tools).

Let's give the Settlement Volunteer Ladies a badly needed break this time and bring our own
sandwiches and colas for lunch.  What-do-ya-say?

So. . . as our hero from Georgia - Mr. Jimmy Carter - would say "Come on, join in, and earn
a few hours of sweat equity!"

Northeast Regional News
by Robert Jacoby, Northeast Regional Coordinator

The Northeast Region August meeting was held at the Pioneer Art Settlement in Barberville,
FL.  The highlight of the meeting was the appearance of past-president Tico Rubio just 6 weeks after
suffering a stroke.  Tico hopped out of his van and announced, "I'm not dead yet!"  Maggie chimed
in that Tico had shod his first horse since his stroke, the day before the meeting!  Way to go Tico -
although maybe take it easy on those horses for a while!

Over 20 smiths attended the meeting and there were 6 forges running full tilt for most of the
day.  Bob Mancuso brought some Scouts who are just learning the craft; Bill
Stapleton gave a standing-room-only demonstration forge welding a knife
billet from steel cable;  Bill Roberts, Ronnie Fowler, Roger Stuart, and Jim
Corbet worked on the hardware for the treasure chest to be auctioned at the
October Annual FABA Conference.  It was a great day at the Settlement -
there was something there for everyone - if your interests had anything to do
with hot metal - you didn't go home disappointed!

The Quarterly Statewide Meeting will be held at the Pioneer Art Settlement in Barberville
on Saturday September 6.  In the morning Bill Roberts and Pete Vecchio will cast aluminum and
brass miniature anvils for the October Conference auction.  Bill recently built the foundry furnace
for Pete using castable refractory inside a beer keg.  The burner assembly is similar to Hans Peot's
design, and the whole thing is powered by a leaf blower!  Bill reports that this setup works like a
microwave for metal!  Also, the Georgia Public Television series, "The Forge & Anvil" will be
running continuously throughout the day.

In the afternoon Bill Roberts, Gil Knapp, and Bob Jacoby will host a "build your own power
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hammer" discussion.  Work will also continue on the hardware for the treasure chest.  Feel free to
bring any of your favorite projects along - there should be plenty of forge space and expertise
available.

Southeast Regional News
by Mike Luck, Southeast Regional Coordinator

The Southeast’s July meeting was held at Mike & Marilyn Luck’s Colonial Forge on the
13th.  We started out a bit slow, but then got going good about 10:00 or so.
Dick Loughlin was there, and talked about forging a little bit.  Sarah
McMurray demonstrated making custom horse shoes, and Pete Yockey
forged out a knife blade.  Ray Reynolds forged a few blades out of cable
on the power hammer.  Ray said it was a thrill to use a power hammer
rather than forging it all by hand.

That pretty well used up the morning, so we stopped for lunch.  For
the first time, we tried asking everybody to bring something for lunch.  It
worked pretty well.  Marilyn Luck and Ray Reynolds’ daughter Alison
helped getting the lunch ready.  The hosts provided hot dogs and burgers,
and the rest brought side dishes.

After lunch Rick Furrer tried his hand at making a blade out of
cable, too.  Somehow Ray and Pete had some kind of bet with Rick about
making a blade with a basket type handle, and forge welding it in half an
hour.  Ray and Pete said that it was close,  but Rick finished the job in time to win the bet.  It turned
out to be a pretty nice blade, too.

Your humble reporter(Mike Luck) accomplished my  first wheelwright job, making wheels
for a cart to carry small pieces of steel around.   I was a little bit leery the first time but it turned out
good. 

It did rain a bit, but not enough to dampen the fun.  The meeting ended about 4:30 or 5:00

Southwest Regional News
by David Reddy, Southwest Regional Coordinator

The July Statewide meeting was held on Saturday and Sunday, July 26-27, 1997 at the
Crowley Museum and Nature Center near Sarasota, Florida.

The gods smiled on our meeting, holding back the thunderstorms until after we
had packed up on Sunday afternoon (and helping us to decide it was time to leave then).

Elmer Roush, our demonstrator both days, more than lived up to his billing as
an excellent blacksmith and teacher.  The blacksmith in residence at the John C.
Campbell Folk School in Brasstown, North Carolina, he led us through the making of
tongs on Saturday morning (including being kind enough to have trouble welding reins
onto his new set of jaws and working through the problem.  As someone who has tried
repeatedly to forge-weld, and failed miserably, failure, and working through the failure,
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is much more interesting and instructive than easy success.)  Saturday afternoon he demonstrated
making his well-known "critters" and worked with individual visitors and their concerns.  (Look for
a really fine dragon and wizard at the annual meeting auction).  Over thirty people saw the
demonstrations with 20 spending the day.

We had a great lunch on Saturday supervised by blacksmithing volunteer at the Crowley,
Cliff Schoenung with yours truly as assistant.  Cliff  is in the midst of changing jobs and we
appreciate his devotion to the region.  Cliff is an example for us all.  He has found a shop that  he
wants to support and works for them regularly.  Isn't there a site that needs you?  The wonderful side
dishes brought by many members were greatly appreciated by all..

Lewis and Diane Riggleman found us some of the prettiest square stock I've ever seen.  I
didn't know that you could get stock that wasn't rusty.  And Debbie Dixon, manager of The Crowley
Museum and Nature Center, did her usual fine job of having everything ready for us. 

On Sunday we had a great class, with six people signed up, perfect for a three station shop.
We also had two all-day observers and a good number of visitors dropping by.  Elmer taught us how
to make a punch (and heat treat it), tongs, a critter for the more ambitious (could we go over that one
more time?) and worked through a bunch of questions class members raised.  Class member Emily
Reddy ably assisted Elmer in the production of  a dragon that he later presented to her.  Thanks
Elmer, for a really great weekend of demonstrating and for a really enjoyable weekend of hanging
out with an interesting and intelligent guy.  What fun!

Special thanks to Pete and Mary Brandenberg for their help with getting Elmer to and from
the demonstration.  Despite being unable to attend due to Pete's father's unexpected illness, they saw
to it that Elmer made it safely to the meeting.  Thanks also to Anne Reynolds for seeing me through
the finances and to too many people to name for help in planning the meeting.

The President’s Corner - Continued from Page 1

A Sign of Blacksmithing-
Several years ago, FABA members started an iron gate for the Pioneer Arts settlement in

Barberville.  Several hundred 2 inch discs were distributed to us to decorate blacksmithically to be
added to the gate.  The gate has been in Bill Roberts shop and, to date, has fewer discs than are
needed for one side only.

I brought the gate back with me to the northwest region.  It will stay here until October in the
hope that the members in this area will add new discs.  After the fall conference, I challenge the
southeast region to take the gate and continue the process and in April, to transfer it to the
southwestern region for completion.

Speaking of the fall conference, we were able to get a top-notch bladesmith demonstrator in
our own Alfred Pendray.  For those who don't know, Alfred rediscovered the
process for producing Wootz damascus steel several years ago and has
continued in the forefront of metallurgical development to this day.  He also
makes pretty darn nice knives too.  It has been seven years since Alfred demonstrated at Barberville--
welcome back, Al!
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Whatizzit?

This month’s Whatizzit was contributed by Lester
Hollenbeck.  Sorry I took so long to get your contribution in, Lester
-- I had some problems with the photos.  Anyway, this is one of the
more interesting items I’ve had for this column.  It’s about ten inches
long, with a wooden knob at one end, and a sharp, shovel-shaped
blade at the other.  The wooden knob is fixed, and is attached by a
stem with a hand holding on to the main part of the tool.  There is also a horse’s hoof forged into the central

part of the tool, apparently for decorative purposes only.  All in all,
this is a very professionally forged tool; definitely the work of a
master smith.  I can’t guess on the one, because I already know what
it is.  However,  the fact that it was J.C. Hawkins who told me what
it is, added to the horse’s hoof forged into it, should be a pretty good
clue.

The July Whatizzit was correctly identified by Edwin R. Grove as a type of tongs for removing hot
pies from an oven.  Ed is the editor of the New England Blacksmiths, and says this is a common tool in the
New England area.  Maybe we can learn something from them Yankees.

No guesses yet on last month’s Whatizzit.  We would really like to get someone to respond; Skeeter’s
had it for quite a while and still hasn’t figured out what it is.  Vi Payton still has not received any guesses
on the one from the January  issue.  Come on, folks, there’s got to be someone out there who knows what
it is.

Welcome New Members

Your editor has been remiss in his duties for the past couple of months, in not announcing the new
members in FABA.  This was not intended as a slight to anyone.  I would like to take this
opportunity to make up for my omissions and ask everyone to extend a hearty welcome to
our new members.

Jeff & Carol Bailey  13634 Picarsa Drive  Jacksonville, FL  32225  (904) 221-7825
William & Linda Sloan  3535 Old Lockwood Road  Oviedo, FL  32765  (407) 356-6435
Thomas & Kay Harris  3638 Oclean Drive  Tallahassee, FL  32312  (850) 893-2768
Jeffrey & Debra Hauff  38511 Dennis Lane  Zephyrhills, FL  33540  (813) 783-8066
Joseph & Linda Howlett  1728 S.E. 6th Avenue  Ocala, FL  34471  (352) 269-6039
J.R. & Connie Johnson  5535 Bob Smith Avenue  Plant City, FL  33565  (813) 986-4478
W.C. & Betty Rogers  Route 7, Box 766  Lake City, FL  32055  (904) 752-4359
George & Judith Moran  3665 Mimosa Drive  Jacksonville, FL  32207  (904) 396-4985

TIP: A bigger hammer is not always the proper answer to a problem.

Another TIP: Quench tub water is good for minor bums and poison ivy.
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The Soapbox
by Murf Murphy, Editor

I’m going to subject my readers to a rambling, possibly incoherent series of
thoughts, ideas, and general musings.  What actually happened on this one is, I finally found
a camera that didn’t break when I had my picture taken.  I got so entranced with playing
around with the image that I forgot to write anything to go with it.  I did find out, however,
that even the marvels of electronic retouching and enhancement ain’t gonna make me very
pretty.  Oh, well, my wife still likes me.

A couple of months ago I published a how-to article by David Fink (I have another one this month).
About a month after I published it, I saw it in another blacksmith’s newsletter, with the credit line “Reprinted
from the Florida Clinker Breaker.”  That felt pretty darn good.  It felt so good, in fact, that I want to relive
that rush.  So, I’m back on my old kick about soliciting original articles from our members.  We have enough
knowledge stored up in our members to fill several books.  So share the wealth, and send me some good
stuff to publish.  If you can’t draw, send me sketches; I’ll pretty them up and add them to your text.  I’ll even
polish up your grammar and spelling if necessary (Right, Mike?).  It’s a small  investment of your time, but
it will bring a large return on that investment.  I intend to keep hammering on this subject until it starts
happening.

We’re coming up on the Barberville Conference again, and we still want(need) volunteers to help
out.  Call Gil Knapp (407-767-8768), and let him know if you’re willing to put in a few hours doing this or
that.  There is lots of both to be done.

This will be the first time in a number of years I’ll be at Barberville.  There have been some really
strange things happening to prevent me, including flood, illness, and one year a plague of lawyers.  This year
I’ll be there, one way or another.  I have to be; I’m on the Board of Trustees, and I’m teaching a beginner’s
class on Sunday.  Hope to see all of you there.

Random thoughts:
For stress relief, there is something purely soul-satisfying about taking a piece of red-hot steel and

just beating the tar out it.  If you beat it right, you even get a useful object out of it.
When I’m doing a demonstration, why do at least 75% of the people tell their kids, “Look, he’s

making horseshoes.”?  Do the rest of you get that, too?  Apologies to J.C. Hawkins and the rest of the
farriers in our group, but I don’t even like horses.

What was the best thing before sliced bread?

Custom Hammers
by Tom Latane in the Guild of Metalsmiths Newsletter

Ball peen hammer heads, often found with broken handle stubs in the bottom of those interesting
boxes at flea markets and auctions, can be useful tools even if you have all the ball peen hammers you need.

Pre-equipped with an eye, the ball peen hammer heads can be reformed, rather than using chisel stock
any time a short hot set tool is needed.

A dapping set might be made by sinking depressions in a steel block with various sizes of ball peens.
Well-rounded ball peens would be needed for this.

The hammer head most often found at bargain prices has a chipped face and a flattened ball.  This
kind my be formed into tools for setting plain or decorative rivet heads, flower centers of depressed designs
of many types.
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Cut Tee
here and
save flange

Weld
together
here

Cut Elbow
here

Weld floor flange to
top

Tuyere Iron for Fabricated Forge (Brake Drum) Fire Pot
by David Fink, Lumpkin, GA

Materials:
Pipe diameters can be either 2" or 3", depending on requirements.

1 Pipe tee
1 90E elbow
1 Floor flange
1 close nipple
1 4" x 4" 14 or 16 gauge sheet metal

NOTE: If you use galvanized fittings, make sure you grind the galvanizing off. 
Keep pieces straight and even.

Alternately the floor flange can be attached using a close nipple.  File out remaining threads in top for
smoother air flow.  The flange will then bolt directly to the brake drum or other fire pot.

Sliding Ash Dump
Take cut off flange from
“T”, making sure it’s
flat.  Drill and tap 2
3/16x24 hole opposite
one another.

Cut the piece of sheet metal to slightly larger
than flange.  Line up holes and drill cover.  A
3/16x24 bolt screwed in from
the

back side of the flange allows a
wing
nut to secure the cover.  Screw
on to
close nipple and thread to
bottom of
tuyere iron.

Dumping Ash Gate - If you don’t like the sliding gate, try this one.  

Weld a piece of 3/16x3/4 about 2" long to the nipple, and drill a sloppy 1/4" hole. 
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Tools & Craft of the Blacksmith

Screw flange onto nipple and thread nipple into bottom of tuyere iron.

Weld piece of 14-16 ga. sheet metal to 3/16x1/2 about 20" long for a
handle.  Bend to fit sheet metal over flange while the shaft lines up
with the support piece welded to the nipple.  The handle should be
twisted 1/2 twist just below the support piece.  Line up the hole and
drill a 1/4" hole in the handle.

Bolt with a double nut
for loose but not sloppy
fit.  Weld a short piece
of 3/4" to end of handle for
a counterweig
ht.  Adjust handle for
clearance and easy hand
reach.
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ABANA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Artist Blacksmith Association of North America, Inc.
Name__________________________________

Address________________________________

_______________________________________
 City                                   State             Zip
Phone__________________________________
The undersigned applies for membership in the Artist
Blacksmith Association of North America and
encloses ______ as annual membership dues for one
year.  Checks must be in U.S. funds.  Membership
includes a subscription to the Anvil’s Ring and The
Hammer’s Blow.

Credit Card No.___________________________
VisaG MasterCardG
Expiration Date__________________
G Full time Student(1 yr only) $30/yr
G Regular membership $35/yr
G Senior Citizen (age 65+) $30/yr
G Overseas Airmail $70/yr
G Contributory Membership $100/yr
G Public Library Subscription $25/yr
Call (314) 390-2133 to charge your membership to
VISA or MasterCard, or make out a check to
ABANA and send to :

ABANA
P.O. Box 206
Washington, MO 63090

FABA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association, Inc.

Chapter of ABANA, Inc.
Date __________   NewG       Renewal G

Name_________________________________
Address_______________________________
_____________________________________
   City                         State            Zip
Phone:Home_____________Work:_________
E-Mail______________________________
Spouse’s Name:________________________

Are you interested in procuring:
GAnvil GCoal GHand Tools
GPost Vise GBlower GForge
Other_________________________________

Send this application and a membership fee of $20.00
to

Anne Reynolds, FABA Treasurer
11064 Sunset Boulevard
West Palm Beach, FL  33411

Make check out to FABA.  The FABA membership
year begins May 1.  New memberships received after
December 31 also cover the following year. 
Membership is for a family.  You don’t have to be an
ABANA member to join FABA, but many FABA
members are, and we encourage membership in both

CLASSIFIED

WANTED: Blacksmith to demonstrate at Nicholson Farm House Restaurant in Havana, FL.  Must have portable
setup.  Call Willard Rudd, 850-442-4427

VIDEO TAPES FOR SALE
Elmer Roush has a new series of six video tapes, now available from Rocky Comfort Productions, Debbie Parramore,
Proprietor.  This series has demonstrations of practical  ironwork in the American Colonial style, including hinges,
hasps,  nails, and kitchenware, as well as decorative items such as wizards, dragons, snails and other creatures.  The
set goes for $130.00, shipping and handling included.
Tapes can also be bought individually.  For ordering information, and a list of other tapes, call Debbie at 800-944-
2919, or write to Rocky Comfort Productions, Route 3, Box 3678, Quincy FL 32351.  E-mail:
rockcomfortprod@msn.com
.
WANTED:  Letters, photos, how-to articles, stories, brags, gossip, and other stuff to liven up the Clinker Breaker.
 Also stuff on the Madison Conference.   Call or write THE EDITOR.



The Florida Artist Blacksmith Association(FABA) - Chapter of Artist Blacksmith Association of North

America, Inc., is a 501(c)(3) non-profit educational organization whose purposes are to teach, promote,

and preserve the art of blacksmithing.  Contributions are tax-deductible to the extent provided by law. 

FABA publishes the Florida Clinker Breaker monthly, and FABA membership includes a subscription. 

W e solicit correspondence and unpaid articles on any subjects related to FABA’s purposes.  ABANA

chapter newsletters may reprint non-copyrighted material if it is credited to the author and this

newsletter.  You need the publisher’s permission to reprint copyrighted material unless otherwise

noted.

The Florida Clinker Breaker
FLORIDA ARTIST BLACKSMITH ASSOCIATION
Michael “Murf” Murphy, Editor
8537 Moore Woods Road
Tallahassee, FL 32310
850-421-6622
blacksmith@sprintmail.com

September, 1997

From 
The Anvils’ Chorus

New York State
Designer Blacksmiths

Examples of work of
member smiths.
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